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Nautica watches are a symbol for freedom and the name Nautica derives its core from Latin Word
Nautica which means inspiration from sea. The core of The Nautica watches has elements of sea,
that is freedom, adventure and presence. The great combination of these elements has created a
name in international market.

The Nautica Watches have been an invention of a Taiwanese-American Fashion designer David
Chu Nutica. The Name Nautica Watches have been named after him. Due to inception and element
of designs by designer Nautica these watches have always been focusing on real good designs and
have made a global presence for everyone. It has maintained its quality with the changing time.

In early days Nautica sold jackets for men and then spread their line of business to other line of
products. It was in year 1994, the exclusive range of these watches was launched and that has
been and is still being readily accepted and praised for its designs. It s been known as a trendsetter
due to its adventurous look by the customers.

The contemporary design with presence of antiquity makes The Nautica Watches a brand
symbolising fashion, class, and technological cult. Due to their core character of adventure and spirit
they have high water resistance and lit dialling. The feature of lit dial is an added advantage of time
reading during dark nights. The major portion of designs in These watches are more for sports utility
however there are collection which is meant for the regular wearers. The variants of regular wear
have also captured market for its craft of designs.

Due to minute specifications and dynamic technological precision for events like sports and water
based events The Nautica Watches have made their special presence. They have been made as an
official timer brand in many sports events that require time factor for their results.

There are mainly three editions of The Nautica Watches that are available include Classic Watches,
Chronograph Watches and Hatch - Timer Watches. The distinctive feature of bold designing and
adventurous activities have made it a special and favourite gear since years. The edition The
Nautica Yacht- Timer has a range of marine watches which have designs best suited for aquatic
activities and momentous sports.

The Classic edition of The Nautica Watches comes with a appealing and eye catching elite frame.
The design theme is visibly bold and stylish. It is usually worn as evening gear and complements
the wearerâ€™s attire. Their ultimate combination of style and quality has caused a niche in this
contemporary world. The Nautica Watches are available in many stores across America and their
distribution is global. The easiest thing while buying These watches is that it can be bought by
locating a location nearby or can be brought from online portals. Their water resistance capacity is
marked on their case backs. The description of submersion water resistance is from less to more
resistance. Their water resistance power is such that they can be used while swimming, sailing,
snorkelling, during rains or recreational diving. The watches have indigo night light which illuminates
for 3 seconds with a push of any button. The Nautica Watches have brass or steel cases and
stainless steel bracelets. However the bracelets can be replaced by leather bracelets and the
department does it for the customers. The battery also lasts for 2 to 3 years. These watches have
best after sales rapport with customers. They have customer service department especially for
repair, change of strap and can be contacted over the mail or through phone or in selected stores.
The warranty of these watches is for 5 years and has conditions attached to its guarantee for the
customers.
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Ellenwood - About Author:
Ellen Woods is the Editor at the renowned Authorized Watch Dealer â€˜Favwatch.comâ€™ â€“ Authorized
Dealer of Authentic a Nautica Watches! Being a writer with Favwatch.com for over a year; Ellen
Woods is essentially a timepiece fanatic and has a knack for Branded Men's & a Women's
Watches! Get all your information on Nautica Watches with insightful articles from Ellen Woods on
Favwatch.com!
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